ELT Scenario – Pakistan
A porous border from all sides, Arabian sea
on one side, bordered by Iran, India,
Afghanistan .
•
Abbottabad

Public Spending on education (total % of
GDP) in Pakistan is just 2%

Since its conception it has been struggling to
provide quality public education.

In early 1980’s ESL became a major need due
to a high influx of Iranian, Afghan and Iraqi
refugees.

Evolution of SPELT …

SPELT came into
existence with the
hard work of 7
dedicated
educators in a
context where
“ELT” was not a
focus in teaching at
all.

1984

In a decade the
small organisation
from Karachi started
chapters in 7 other
cities of Pakistan
and started hosting
International
Travelling
Conferences

1994

SPELT became
affiliated with IATEFL
& TESOL
Our founder
member became the
English Chair for
South East Asia

Keeping up with the
challenges of the 21st century
SPELT introduced Webinars.
23rd session of ICELT being
run through SPELT

2014

2004
Even today not many
Universities have Applied
Linguistics Departments.
“English is taught as a subject
not as a discipline”.
Rehmat Ebrahim: Pakistan

SPELT stepped in to bridge the gap and groom our teachers to teach ESL and
become quality trainers through its dedicated volunteers and members.
“One of its truly remarkable accomplishments is its stability over the years…SPELT
has remained strong throughout its evolution, no doubt due to the longevity of service
of its founder(s).”
Diane Larsen Freeman: USA

SPELT Founder Members

L to R: Farida Faizullah, Aneesa Mumtaz, Ambrina Kazi, Talat Raza Rafi, Zakia Sarwar,
Fauzia Shamim, Abbas Husain

SPELT – Mission & Objectives
To provide a professional forum for its members and practitioners
to improve and facilitate effective teaching of ESL/EFL in Pakistan

Mission &
Objectives

A forum to voice their concerns and raise the issues that they face
on ongoing basis.
A platform for ELT practitioners and other educators to learn and
share their learning and expertise
SPELT is being recognized for working towards these goals
consistently against all odds.

“Making language
teachers aware of the
nature of language and
the importance of
studying language
objectively.”
MAK Halliday: Australia
Sydney University

“SPELT has not been
defeated by the situation
on the ground; despite
uncertainties and volatile
conditions, it has set and
met its targets.”
Batul Ali: Pakistan

Innovations …
Non Hierarchal Structure
SPELT is run through 7 committees
that hold equal power and
administrative responsibilities in their
own spheres

Academic Sessions
Held across Pakistan in Karachi,
Lahore, Abbottabad, Peshawar
and Sukkur on the same day at
the same time on the last
Saturday of every month. SPELT
has never once missed holding a
session since its start in1984

Hybrid Journal
The journal has 2 research
articles, rest of the articles focus
on teaching techniques and
strategies. It is teacher focused.
Never missed an issue since its
conception in 1985 even when
there was a lack of sponsors

Going Far and Beyond …
Travelling Conference
SPELT takes the training to the teachers in their own cities through its travelling
conferences, thus bringing national and global expertise, to our teachers across
Pakistan
This is an innovative model that TAs across the region are now following
“NELTA also started this in Nepal… in 2009/10.’
Ganga Gautam: Nepal NELTA
The conferences have been a success in more ways than one.
“The warm South Asian hospitality provided has given SPELT many endearing
professional friends.”
Dr. Rajni Badlani: India ELTAI
“There's a terrific amount to learn, there are wonderful people waiting to meet you,
and you'll be taken very good care of, not only by The British Council but especially
by SPELT members.”
Peter Grundy: UK President IATEFL

Achievements
TRANING TEACHERS BEYOND ELT
“Going beyond ELT: Urdu Strand, Leadership Strand to include teachers of other disciplines
“I feel that the Urdu teachers had a great feeling that they are not ignored.”
Raza Ali Abidi: UK BBC London

PROMOTING A CULTURE OF VOLUNTEERING
HELPING REGIONAL TA’S GROW
“In the past SPELT invited some teachers from
Afghanistan which gave the idea of founding our
TA, ELTAA”
Zaitoon Bahram: Afghanistan, First President
ELTAA

“I believe volunteers are still the life and blood of
SPELT!”
Dr. Fauzia Shamim KSA
“To have gained such a strong commitment from a
large number of volunteers across Pakistan, who pull
together to put on an impressive set of events across
the country (the ‘travelling conference’).”
Dr. Richard Smith: UK Warwick University

Hornby Summer School
2003-05 in conjunction with BC, CEL and AKU
“SPELT successfully organized the Hornby Summer school in
Pakistan. This event was instrumental for me to learn more about
the people of Pakistan and understand the ELT situation there.”
Ganga Gautam: Nepal NELTA

Achievements
International Chapter UK
“Founded in 2009 and has been “ a
role model for teachers to own
teaching passionately;”
Batool Mansoor: Khan UK

29 International Conferences
SPELT is now gearing up for the
30th International Conference to be held in
September 2014

ICELT

WRITING TEXTBOOKS

SPELT is the only organization in this
region that offers ICELT the only
Cambridge University certified course

PTTC
Practical Teacher Training
Course, has been running in
Karachi for 25 years

SPELT members have written the English
textbooks for grades K-10 for Sindh
Textbook Board and are currently revising
these Textbooks
They have also written the teachers’
manual to use these books in innovative
ways

What SPELT has to offer …
EMPOWERING WOMEN
SPELT has been “finding ways to deal with the socio-political constraints to support women
teachers who want to work or grow professionally through SPELT”.
Zakia Sarwar: Pakistan Founder Member

PROMOTING RESEARCH
“SPELT conference has also played an instrumental role in encouraging young researchers to
share their work in a friendly and supportive environment. This is extremely useful as Pakistani
researchers start to examine and study questions of local relevance.”
Ahmar Mahboob: Australia Sydney University

AMBASSADOR for PAKISTAN
SPELT has put Pakistan on the global ELT map. Hosting the guest speakers at Volunteer’s
homes opens a window into the Pakistani Culture and provides an experience beyond just the
academic.
“I have this memory of sitting under the stars in Abbotabad, listening to a flute and tabla duo
and thinking that this was just a bit like heaven on earth!”
Jeremy Harmer: UK Pilgrims Publications

Learning & Sharing with TAs across the
region
SPELT has not only filled the gap in providing quality
ELT training in Pakistan but has extended its
resources and expertise to the regional TAs

“Sharing the South Asian culture of TAs working in their
unique ways - the focus on appreciation of
volunteerism, keeping costs of operations
down…sharing Newsletter articles, members offering
home hospitality to visiting delegates, widening our ELT
network, strengthening respective TAs”
Dr Arifa Rahman: Bangladesh BELTA
Learning
Sharing
Imparting

ELT@I

“Networking Hub among
national, regional and
international ELT
communities”
Muhammed Hanif:
Canada

“Working with regional Sister Organizations has
mutually helped us learn the importance of
having conferences, journals, seminars, sharing
learning and providing opportunities for people to
come forward become trainers themselves.”
Rehmat Ebrahim: Pakistan SPELT

Challenges
Sustaining our

Status check
achievements

Lack of
Finances

Keeping Chapters
& Units focussed

Volunteers’
Challenges

We are expanding and it is vital to keep up our standards
and increase our achievements

SPELT is self funded and gets no help from the local and
foreign government agencies though it does get
periodic support from other organizations. Lack of
consistent funding has been a longstanding issue.
Moving nationally with other Chapters and Units to
maintain international professional standards

Balancing work, job and homes, maintain a pragmatic
approach and learn to multi -task

AND THERE ARE PHYSICAL CHALLENGES…Well one has to be ready for power failures in under-resourced countries and when
this occurred SPELT organizers seemed to be ready for such a contingency and presenters were taken to different sections of an open
verandah to carry on the presentations. Maya Kelmaini David: Malaysia MELTA

Our Vision
Key Focus on: Young Learners Grooming Future Leaders
Inspiring and Involving Social/Community Leaders
Reaching out to parents
Creative Writing and Academic Writing Summer Workshops
Adding Administration Training Strand

Promoting Friends of SPELT to increase Volunteer Participation
Conceptualize the basis of a dedicated Fundraising Group - focused
fundraising groups globally.

Message to our National Leaders
SPELT needs to keep “helping teachers to understand
the nature of language teaching and learning;
providing resources for exchange of information, hands
on experience, and continued exposure to ideas about
language teaching”
Ruqaiya Hasan: Australia Macquarie University

30 years ago when a group of 7 people decided that
something must be done for ELT and that we must do
it, the name SPELT was suggested by me and till
today the message of self reliance-”grow your own”reverberates. Other teacher communities must form
such associations.
Abbas Husain: Founder Member Pakistan

Our Sponsors and Contributors

